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PORTABLE SPORTS
BLENDER BOTTLE

healthy cuisine



Healthy Cuisine’s Portable Sports Blender Bottle creates a convenient, on-the-go solution for making a smoothie, juice drink or protein 
shake wherever you go! The rechargeable, multi-functional blender doubles as a juicer and a sports bottle and it even cleans itself! 
Simply load the sports bottle with your favorite fruits, veggies or protein powders, hit the button to blend it up, and enjoy! 

Forget having to disassemble your blender to manually clean, the durable design makes the bottle completely dishwasher safe.  
Say goodbye to the clumps in your protein shakes from having to manually shake, have perfectly blended pre or post workout 
shakes for every workout!

     THE HEALTHY ALTERNATIVE - Perfect for smoothies,  

     juices,and protein shakes.

     
    SIMPLE TO USE - Only 2 simple steps required to make
    your favorite drink! Just fill the bottle with your favorite
    juice ingredients, blend and enjoy!     

     ON-THE-GO - Take your blender on-the-go without 
     having to worry about cords or tricky parts.

Portable Sports Blender Bottle

DISHWASHER SAFE - The durable design and sturdy BPA 
free Tritan plastic makes the blender bottle completely
dishwasher safe.

BUILT-IN RECHARGEABLE BATTERY - The portable blender 

lasts up to 9 uses on a full charge!



Portable Sports Blender Bottle

Dishwasher Safe

Forget having to manually clean your blender, when you’re finished with your drink; pop 

the bottle in the dishwasher for easy cleaning.  The sturdy BPA free Tritan plastic makes 

the bottle safe for every day wear and tear.

Simple to Use

The portable smoothie blender only requires 2 simple steps to your favorite drink. Just 

fill the sports bottle with your favorite ingredients, blend and enjoy!

On-the-Go

Take your blender on-the-go without having to worry about cords or tricky parts. Ideal for 

making smoothies, juices, protein shakes, milk shakes, or even baby formula! Enjoy on-

the-go healthy meals for fast-paced living.

Rechargeable Battery

The rechargeable blender offers a healthy and economical solution for fast-paced living. 

The portable blender lasts multiple uses on a full charge.  USB charging cable included.

Includes: Sports Bottle, Blender, Flip lid, USB Charging Cable, Quick Start Guide


